The main problems of collaborative filtering are initial rating, data sparsity and recommendation in time. A recommendation approach based on HMM model, which creates nearest neighbour set by simulating the user behaviours of web browsing, is a good way to solve the above problems. However, the HMM or model parameters constantly vary with customer's changing preference. When there is a new type of data to join, the HMM can only be discovered by relearn, which will affect real time of recommendation. Therefore a recommendation approach based on DBN and HMM is proposed. The approach will improve real time recommendation, and experiments shows that it has high recommendation quality.
Introduction
The main problems of collaborative filtering [1] are data sparsity, initial rating, recommendation in time and the expansion of data space. In order to solve these problems, an approach to collaborative filtering recommendation based on HMM is one of the good solution [2] .User behaviour changes constantly with the diversity of online consumer products, by which model or model parameters should be modified. Previous recommendation model once formed, model parameters cannot be changed arbitrarily, thus when there is a new type of data to join, the HMM can only be discovered by relearn, which will affect real time of user behaviour recommendation. It is necessary to study how to improve the adaptive capability of recommend model on the basis of using previous model by updating its structure. technology, and combining all previous training set and new sample for leaning, which will both save time and optimize the network structure, then makes recommendation model meets user's needs well.
2 A collaborative filtering prediction model based on HMM [3] The HMM collaborative filtering model with users preference makes great improvements both in efficiency and accuracy recommendation results. The HMM collaborative filtering model is defined as following
Where , A ij is the preferences of usr i for commodity j; Commodity j is what the path j represents; P aj is the references probability of target user a for commodity j;. P i (O| ) is the similarity of the nearest user i. [5, 6] The probability equation of observation variable: 
A collaborative filtering recommendation model based on DBN

Definition of DBN model
3.2 The model of reasoning and learning algorithm 1) Model reasoning algorithm [7] In the process of model reasoning, we mainly calculate two parameters: Ȝand ʌ, which are Įserved as ȕ and in HMM. Parameter Ȝ and ʌ can be calculated by the following formula:(assume the observation vector is e ) ( )
The specific reasoning algorithm is as 
(where X p is the father of X i ) 2) Model learning algorithm [8, 9] When the observation vector is incomplete with any given network structure, the classical EM algorithm is suitable. The training process of the algorithm is:(Algorithm 2)
Step E:
Assume the observation vector is e, the conditional probability of node C i will be shown in equation (10) 
The probability of every solidification node can be calculated according to equation(10), using the derived algorithm based on connected-tree algorithm.
Then calculate N ijk --the number of times each variable X i appeared, assuming X i =k, parents(X i )=j. First choose one solidification node, which contains both X i and its father node. 
N ijk increases with the addition of the training sample.
Step M:
After calculating N ijk , the conditional probability of each variable can be reevaluate as shown in formula (12):
Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on DBN (algorithm 3)
Step 1: Initialize the X 0 ;
Step 2: Perform the collaborative filtering prediction model based on HMM (Model 1), training model based on the standard characteristics;
Step 3: Perform algorithm 1, algorithm 2 and establish DBN;
Step 4: Calculate P(X T |Y 1:T ), chose X T maximizing P(X T |Y 1:T ). * ( | ) * ( )
The update model based on DBN
Where A ij is the preference of user i for commodity j; Commodity j is what the path j represents. P aj is the probability of which target user a like commodity j. S i is the similarity of the nearest user i. \ and ] are balance index which are used to define how HMM and DBN training results influence the model.
Nearest neighbour collaborative filtering method after updating
There are three parts of the updated collaborative filtering recommendation model: data pre-processing, HMM filtration, DBN updating model, collaborative filtering prediction model. In nearest neighbour recommended phase, obviously, calculate P i (O|Ȝ) and P i (X T |Y 1:T ) separately, and choose X T to maximize P(X T |Y 1:T ) and P i (O|Ȝ). S i can be considered as the similarity between user i and the target user, wherever Ȝ is HMM parameter for a target user.
N uers of the most similarity will join the nearest neighbor set.
Evaluation of experiment
Experimental process is: (1) 
\ [
, new similarity S i shows in This figure shows S i --the similarity of different users in different states. Predict similarity between user1 and itself is 0.996. It is very intuitive from the figure that user3 is closest to target user1,which can be classified as nearest neighbour set.
Second, the recommendation process of user preference commodities after updating model:
We find the commodity 1001 meets the greatest degree of preferences of user3, and the recommend probability of target users is: P user1, 1001 = 0.9894. Add user2 to the nearest neighbour set, calculate formula (14), we still find the commodity 1001 meets the greatest degree of preferences of user3. 
Conclusion
We mainly introduces the method of updating the model of collaborative filtering recommendation based on access path of users, which takes user's other characteristics into consideration, such as the user's static ratings, by using the high integration of dynamic Bayesian.
In this way, we update the model, and achieve the dynamic behaviour data combined with static characteristics of the data, then acquire a more accurate recommendation.
